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commentary 

Freedom Is 

Control of Feminist 
Thought 

Contrary to what many people seem 
to think, I doubt that overt censorship is 

much of a threat to freedom of thought 
and freedom of expression in the United 

States.(l) After all, it's supposed to be a 

free country. There are at least three 

major systems of oppression in opera 
tion in the U.S.?patriarchy, capitalism, 
and white supremacy. 

But this oppression takes place as 

much through subterfuge as through ob 
vious coercion. It's easier to keep people 
in line if you can convince them they've 
chosen to be there. Paradoxically, direct 

censorship reveals more than it con 

ceals. It clearly demonstrates the exist 
ence of oppression?the very thing the 

oppressors are trying to hide. 

Is the marketplace of ideas Free? 
If we want to find the place where 

dissident ideas are squelched or distorted 

beyond recognition, we would do well 
to examine the celebrated "free market 

place of ideas." That marketplace is 
no freer or more democratic than any 
other capitalist marketplace. 

It is here that feminist and lesbian 

publishers and bookstores are going out 

of business at an alarming rate?as are 

all kinds of independent publishers and 
bookstores. The men who run the huge 
corporations that control this market 

place have a large incentive to limit the 

availability of ideas that challenge patri 
archy, capitalism, or white supremacy in 

any deep or comprehensive way. If 

nothing else, people who think radical 

thoughts have something to give their 
lives meaning besides the mindless con 

sumption that drives the U.S. 

economy. 

Furthermore, I've come to believe 
that the ideology of the "free marketplace" 
itself encourages the suppression of 

unpopular ideas. By following this ideol 

ogy, institutions that supposedly support 
free expression, such as public libraries, 

actually help to undermine it. Even more 

damaging than the ideology is the material 

reality it justifies?in which the means of 
information are becoming concentrated in 
fewer and fewer hands. I'm looking for 

ways to challenge both the "free market" 

ideology and the reality of media 

monopoly. 
I'm working from an intellectual tra 

dition that includes radical feminism, les 
bian feminism, and lesbian separatism. 

Much of that tradition is based on under 

standing and undoing various forms 
of thought control used by patriarchy to 
maintain itself, including heterosexuality, 
the family, incest and other forms of 
child rearing,(2) religion, schools and uni 

versities, and psychotherapy.(3) 
In this article, my focus is much nar 

rower than all that. I'm going to talk 

mostly about the so-called mass media, 

particularly periodical and book publish 
ing. This is one important area where 

feminists have established our 
own independent voices, rather than re 

forming or finding niches for ourselves 
within mainstream institutions. 

As a lesbian separatist, I place par 
ticular importance on creating alternatives 
to the patriarchal system, rather than re 

forming it or taking it over. Therefore, I 
believe that the continued existence of 
feminist newspapers, magazines, publish 
ers, and bookstores is crucial to the sur 

vival of feminism. I'll give two examples 
of why this is so, and of how the "free 

marketplace of ideas" works to eliminate 
dissident thought. First, I'll talk a little bit 
about my experiences as a member of a 

feminist newspaper collective in the 1980s 
and early nineties. Then I'll discuss what 

I've learned at the public library where I 

work as a custodian. 

Feminism saved my life. . . 

I was lucky to reach adolescence just 
as women's liberation was reaching its full 
flower in the early 1970s. From feminism, 
I learned that sex roles didn't come from 
nature or from God, but were a human 
invention that could be eliminated, along 

with all forms of domination and subordi 

nation.^) This idea, and the partial but sig 
nificant material changes it made in U.S. 

society, have made it possible for me to 

live as an adult female with some level of 

dignity and independence. It was not nec 

essary to become passive, brainless, and 
controlled by men. Nor did I find 

myself needing to submit myself to hor 
mones and mutilating surgery in order to 
be reconstructed as an artificial male. In 
other words, as overdramatic as it might 
seem, I often say that feminism saved my 
life. 

Small-scale newspapers, maga 
zines, books, and leaflets have been a 

very important source for me of femi 
nist and lesbian feminist ideas. While I 
have certainly benefited from feminist 
and lesbian books published by main 
stream or university publishers, I 

doubt many of those would have seen 

print were it not for the potential market 

demonstrated by the grassroots women 

in-print movement. Furthermore, I have 
an additional, very personal connection 
to the world of small-scale lesbian-femi 
nist publishing. Between 1983 and 1991, 
I was a member of the all-volunteer 
collective that published the semi 

monthly newspaper Womyn's Press, 
which existed from 1970 until 1997 in 

Eugene, Oregon.(5) 
On the male-dominated left in the 

United States, there's a widespread un 

derstanding that the celebrated "free 

marketplace of ideas" is more a myth 
than a reality. Socialists and even 
some liberals recognize that, despite its 

pretense of equality and democracy, 
U.S. society is characterized by concen 

tration of wealth and power in the hands 

of relatively few people.(6) 
This country isn't run by the 

"middle class" (whatever that is), but by 
a small ruling elite. (The last statistics I 
saw said that the richest one half of one 

percent of the population owns about 

the same percentage of the nation's 
wealth as does the poorest 90 per 

cent.)^) 

Ownership of Ideas 
These differences in wealth and 

power determine who has control of the 

IVe come to believe that 

the ideology of the "free 

marketplace" itself 

encourages the suppression 
of unpopular ideas. 
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Censorship 

in Market 
Democracy 

means of information, and what ideas 
are able to find widespread expression. 
Ownership of most U.S. television 
and radio stations, newspapers, publish 
ing houses, movie studios, and record 

companies has become concentrated in 
the hands of fewer and fewer corpora 
tions.^) Small, dissident media outlets 
lack the resources to compete with the 

big boys, and go out of business. 

The business of media 

Meanwhile, the idea that the main 
stream mass media covers current 
events and social issues in an impartial 
way has proved to be a polite fiction. 
The corporations who own the mass 
media often own other corporations in 
unrelated businesses that benefit from 
the propagation of a conservative ideol 

ogy. The ideas that are widely published 
and broadcast are those ideas that both 
reinforce and disguise the existence of 
the current economic class system. 
Unions and peace activists are discred 

ited; socialist countries are demonized; 
brutally repressive U.S. client states 
are portrayed as "fledging democra 

cies."^) 
Leftist media critics such as 

Michael Parenti and Noam Chomsky 
rarely give more than a passing nod to 
feminism. But much of their analyses 
seems to apply to the way feminist ideas 
are distorted and disappeared in the free 

marketplace of ideas.(lO) The big boys 
give us the one-two punch. Independent 
feminist periodicals, publishers, and 
booksellers are rapidly being driven out 
of existence.(l 1) Meanwhile, the mass 
media takes feminist issues and twists 
them into unrecognizable shapes. 

The story of incest?Out of Print 
Author and activist Louise 

Armstrong provides one chilling example 
of this twisting process. She describes 

how the mainstream mass media?with 
a little help from opportunistic mental 
health professionals?managed to trans 
form incest from a feminist political is 
sue into a profitable and sensationalistic 

psychological problem. The material re 

sult of this is that adult men continue in 
unabated numbers to sexually assault 
their daughters and other little girls. You 
can read this account in Armstrong's 
1994 book, Rocking the Cradle of 
Sexual Politics: What Happened When 

Women Said Incest(12)?that is, you 
can read it if you can track down a copy 
of the book. It's out of print. 

The wealth of the gay male media 
I have my own subjective example 

of this process to offer, which consists 
of events as I watched them unfold 
while I worked at Womyn's Press in the 

eighties. It's my observation that the 

well-funded, male-dominated gay rights 
movement, along with opportunistic me 
dia moguls, managed to effectively deny 
and submerge the radical connection be 
tween lesbianism and feminism. 

It was the AIDS epidemic that gave 
the most powerful and conservative gay 

men the incentive to come out of the 
closet and dominate the gay rights 
movement. Once "discretion" had been 
the best way for these men to preserve 
their considerable wealth and influence 
in U.S. society. That changed as a pub 
licly identified "gay disease" killed rich 

gay men as well as poor ones. Rich 

gay men needed an effective political 
movement that would secure medical re 
search dollars to save their lives?with 
out threatening the underlying economic, 
racial, and gender balance of power 
that served them so well. 

That was exactly the kind of move 
ment those rich men purchased for 

themselves, complete with its own 

newspapers and magazines. It was not a 

movement friendly to the idea of lesbian 
ism as a liberating choice that challenged 

male control of women's lives and bod 
ies. (Instead, gay men and lesbians were 

portrayed as a "sexual minority" who 
did not choose their sexual orientation, 
and who thus posed no threat to the 
sexual majority.) It was not a movement 
interested in abolishing marriage, the 

family, the military, the corporation, or 
the idea of gender. (Instead, groups 
such as the Log Cabin Republicans 
worked for gay marriage and gays in the 

military.) Nor was this movement par 
ticularly interested in challenging rac 

ism, classism, anti-Semitism, ageism, 
ableism or fatphobia. (Instead, the mes 

sage was that everyone else's civil rights 
were already protected, and gay people 
were the last group to face legal dis 

crimination.) 
The gay movement did give jobs to 

lesbians, who would work harder for 
less money than men. Gay periodicals, 

with more money, better equipment, 
more attractive layout, and more fre 

quent publication, were able to lure read 
ers and volunteers away from their rag 
tag dyke feminist competitors. As the 

gay rights movement went mainstream, 
mainstream corporations of all kinds be 
came interested in capturing what was 
advertised as a lucrative niche market. 

The poverty of feminist media 
Grassroots feminist periodicals 

rarely could afford to pay even token 

wages. In the seventies, activists often 

supported themselves with part-time 
jobs?sometimes with the aid of 
food stamps or federal job training pro 
grams. In the eighties, that changed. 
Economic policies under the Reagan 
administration made this much harder? 
it was harder to make ends meet, 
and social programs were cut back. 

This undermined our revolutionary 
agenda in at least one serious way. If 

you were going to work for a feminist 

newspaper, you had to have other means 
of supporting yourself, and after you 
had done that, you had to have some 
time and energy left over. Which meant 
that it was easier for dykes with some 
level of economic privilege in our lives 
to do this work. I want to say that this 
worked against the inclusion of wimmin 
of color and working-class wimmin? 
and it did. Nevertheless, there were 
some wimmin of color and lots of white 

working-class wimmin who contributed 
to Womyn's Press. 

The myth of the marketplace 
All of this demonstrates that the 

"free marketplace of ideas" operates ex 

actly as it was designed to. If a "market 

place" is where ideas are exchanged, 
then ideas are commodities, produced to 
be sold at a profit. Few people are pro 
ducers of ideas; most are passive con 
sumers. 

continued on page 10 

Ideas that challenge domination 

and subordination are easily 
derided as "oldthink." 
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commentary 
continued from page 9 

Perhaps a few eccentric hobbyists pro 
duce their own ideas, just as some 

people persist in growing their own veg 
etables or sewing their own clothes. 

The guiding ideology of this particu 
lar marketplace is the same ideal of 
the larger "free market" in goods and 
services. Government regulation is un 

necessary because the competition be 
tween commodities ensures that the best 
commodities will win, and inferior 

goods will be driven from the market 

place. 
The myth is that all competitors en 

ter the marketplace as equals, and what 
ever ideas fail to sell, fail because they 
were defeated in a fair contest. This al 
lows the powerful to justify their superi 
ority in a system of domination and sub 
ordination that supposedly represents 
freedom. 

Revolution repackaged 
The marketplace also enforces the 

tyranny of the new. If consumers are 

perfectly well satisfied with old com 

modities they already have, producers 
for-profit, large or small, won't make 
sales. In the marketplace of ideas, this 
fact has an interesting corollary. Familiar 
ideas that support patriarchy, capitalism, 
or white supremacy are constantly re 

packaged in some new and exciting 
way. (Think about all the times you've 
seen the word "revolutionary" in adver 

tising.) However, ideas that challenge 
domination and subordination are easily 
derided as "oldthink."(13) Feminism is 

passe, a relic of a bygone time. You've 
come a long way, baby.(14) 

By the logic of the marketplace, 
"censorship" is an unmitigated evil. My 
desk dictionary suggests that censorship 
generally involves the action of a reli 

gious or governmental authority deciding 
what people are permitted to see. But I 
think there's a common usage of the 
word that my dictionary doesn't quite 
cover. 

If my feminist newspaper refuses to 

publish your defense of sadomasochism, 
one thing you might do is accuse us of 

censorship?even though we're not a 

government body and can't stop you 
from finding some other method of pub 
lication. (This is a hypothetical ex 

ample?to the best of my knowledge, 
Womyn's Press would have published a 

defense of sadomasochism if we'd ever 

received one.) In such a case, I think 
the charge of censorship has something 
to do with a recognition that not every 
one has the resources to publish her 
own work effectively. 

Nevertheless, censorship is a vague 
and loaded concept. Womyn's Press had 
few space constraints. We published al 
most everything we received. But many 

publications, at least mainstream publi 

cations, receive many more contribu 
tions than they can use?and they select 

among them somehow. Proprietors 
of bookstores can't stock every book in 

print. Neither can libraries. 

Censorship or judgement? 
I think that using censorship as a 

negative concept implies that there is 
some other way for a librarian, book 

seller, or publisher to select among avail 
able books or manuscripts. This other 

way is called "professional judgment." 
This means that editors, librarians, and 
schoolteachers select the material they 
use based on their educated, impartial 
evaluation of the material's objective 
merits?its literary quality or potential 
popularity.(15) 

Of course, there's no clear distinc 
tion between "censorship" and "profes 
sional judgment." Feminists have long 
recognized that "impartiality" is merely 
the pretext that allows professionals 
trained in the suppositions of the domi 
nant society to avoid questioning those 

suppositions.(16) 
I would go so far as to say that 

campaigns against "censorship" in 
schools and public libraries are simply 
efforts to allow teachers and librarians 
to exercise their professional judgment 

without interference from the general 
public. Since these teachers and librar 
ians are government employees selecting 
reading matter for their students and pa 
trons, these champions of free speech 
are perilously close to meeting the offi ' 
cial dictionary definition of censor. 

It's not that I have a grudge against 
teachers, librarians, or academics. Ev 

eryone has her own conscience to go 

by. For those of us who try to make the 
world a different place, we still have to 
live in the world as it is. We each find 
our own ways of trying to do both at 
once. 

I'm very fortunate not to have to 
sell my own brain in the marketplace of 
ideas. I can sell my arms and legs 
instead, because I have a well-paid union 

job, a 30-hour-a-week custodial job at 

the public library in Eugene, Oregon. 
This pays for my haphazard efforts at 
activism and writing, and makes it 
easier for me to dream of a world where 

ideas, art, poetry are not bought or sold. 
A world where all sources of 

knowledge are honored and credentials 
are unnecessary. A world where 
writers and readers are all potentially the 
same wimmin. Today you read my es 

say or my poetry chapbook; tomorrow I 
will read yours?or look at your paint 
ing, watch your play, or listen to you 
play the guitar. 

In theory, I realize I'm working for 
a mainstream institution, and try not to 

get too emotionally involved in my job. 
In practice, it's not that easy. Whatever 
I think about the theoretical underpin 
nings of the place, somebody who 
works there, or who worked there in the 

past, selected a bunch of really interest 

ing feminist books for the collection. 
Books that are now out-of-print or oth 
erwise hard to find?such as Louise 

Armstrong's Rocking the Cradle of 
Sexual Politics, Sheila Jeffreys' Anticli 

max,(\l) and Marilyn Frye's Willful Vir 

8) 
I'd be tempted to hope that the Eu 

gene Public Library?and other public li 

braries?might preserve old feminist and 
lesbian feminist works?at least a small 

victory as feminist publishers and book 
stores continue to go under. But it's not 

going to happen that way. 

Libraries and weeding 
The reason is something called 

"weeding." The librarians periodically 
"weed" the book collection, removing 
books that circulate infrequently, or 

books the librarians consider to be "out 
dated" or "misleading."(19) Because of a 
lack of storage space, the practice of 

weeding some old books out of the col 
lection is common at U.S. public librar 

ies.^) Otherwise, they wouldn't have 
room for any new books. 

In my experience, librarians are 

very protective of free speech?at least 
in those occasions on which someone 

challenges it overtly.(21) If a book is un 

popular in the sense that someone pro 
tests it, librarians will defend it. And dif 
ferent librarians seem to have different 
levels of understanding of the political 
nature of their task?that they are 

gatekeepers who help set the "accept 
able" limits of discourse. 

But if a book is unpopular in the 
sense that no one has checked it out in a 

while, any librarians will cheerfully con 

sign it to the recycling bin. 
At least in a public library. It is the 

job of a public library to keep only 
works that are popular, and perhaps a 

few "classics." (Of course, one 

person's classic might be considered 

misleading and outdated by someone 
else. It's just another matter of profes 
sional judgment.) 

Ordinary citizens supposedly want 
to read the latest popular fiction, self 

help, travel books, books about making 
a fortune on the stock market, and so 

forth. Supposedly, it is university librar 
ies which save old or obscure books 
that are not of interest to a general audi 
ence. 

Behind this "division of labor" be 
tween public and university libraries 
is the assumption that serious intellectual 

work is the business of academics. Or 

dinary citizens are not really expected to 
trouble our pretty little heads with the 
world of ideas. 

Thus, this past spring, when the 

Dewey Decimal 300s were weeded, a 

few of the feminist books that left the 

Eugene Public Library's collection in 
cluded Women and Economics, by Char 
lotte Perkins Gilman;(22) Over the Hill, 

by Baba Copper;(23) Confessions of a 

Race Traitor, by Mab Segrest;(24) Yours 
In Struggle, by Bulkin, Pratt, and 

Smith;(25) and Passionate Politics, by 
Charlotte Bunch. (26)This was no 

deliberate ideological assault?Warren 
FarreH's The Myth of Male Power (27) 
was also discarded. And of course, a li 

brary patron could continue to get those 
books through interlibrary loan?if she 
had some way of knowing that they ex 

In order for the library to have any books, 
someone has to select them, and the collec 

tion will necessarily reflect the biases of the 

selectors. The logic of the free market 

triumphs. 
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isted. She just won't find them by acci 

dent while browsing the catalog or wan 

dering the bookstacks. 
Several of the librarians I talked 

with were surprising sympathetic to my 
concerns that an entire intellectual 
tradition is being wiped out as the pub 
lishing business becomes monopolized 
by fewer and fewer corporations. Yet, 

every librarian I spoke with seemed to 

feel that weeding was an essential part 
of what is called "collection develop 
ment." 

Most of the friends to whom I de 
scribe the practice of weeding are 

shocked and horrified to learn about it. 

Other than checking out our favorite 

books frequently, there seems to be little 
we can do to interfere with the process. 
In order for the library to have any 
books, someone has to select them, and 

the collection will necessarily reflect the 

biases of the selectors. With limited bud 

gets for purchase and storage of books, 
it seems likely that librarians will buy 
and retain those materials which receive 
the most demand. If increasing media 

monopoly really does decrease the diver 

sity of ideas in print, the diversity of 

public library collections will also 

decrease. The logic of the free market 

triumphs once again. 
So, I stare at the computer screen 

and pace around my room and sit down 
and pet my cats and try to think of some 

hopeful words or some practical strat 

egy to deal with this wretched mess. 

What can I offer besides the obvious ad 
monitions to buy all your books from in 

dependent booksellers and to subscribe 
to as many feminist periodicals as you 
have time to read? 

Well, what about the Internet? The 
Internet can indeed make it cheap to 

publish documents. For instance, in 

1990, the annual operating budget of 
Women's Press was something like 

$3,000. Ten years later, the annual oper 

ating cost of my web page(28) is 

$144? what I pay for my Internet ac 

count, which includes ample disk space. 
In theory, there's a glut of old computer 

equipment that is cheap or free. (My old 
386 is capable of much more than I 
need it to do.) 

In practice, the computer industry 
has carried planned obsolescence to its 

illogical extreme. Many Internet 
service providers don't support older 
machines. Many wimmin lack the 

time or patience to learn how to use 

them.(29) This means access to 
the Internet is mostly limited to those 

who can afford to purchase a new com 

puter every few years. Beyond that, I've 
read that 80 percent of all web pages 
don't show up on any search 

engines.(30) It might be possible to 
overcome those obstacles, but I 
don't know how. 

It seems clear to me that the only 
antidote to patriarchal "censorship" is a 

grassroots effort to preserve 

existing independent feminist voices and 
create new ones. What isn't clear is 
what form that effort might take. 

by betsy brown 

(1) For an opposing point of view, see Frances 
M. Jones, Defusing Censorship: The 

Librarian's Guide to Defusing Censorship Con 

flicts (Phoenix, AZ: Oryx Press, 1977). See also 
Noam Chomsky, Necessary Illusions: Thought 
Control in Democratic Societies (Boston: South 

End Press, 1989); Section 8 of Appendix V, 
starting on page 345. While most of Necessary 
Illusions deals with subtle, informal methods of 

propaganda used by the U.S. mass media, in 

this section Chomsky discusses the direct state 
control of expression that was widespread in 

the United States prior to World War I. The Se 

ditious Libel Act of 1798, which punished criti 
cism of government as a crime, was not over 

turned by the courts until 1964. 

(2) The idea that incest is a method of indoctri 
nation used to train girls to their role in the het 

erosexual family was brought to my attention 

by kayte young. See also Florence Rush, "The 

Sexual Abuse of Children: A Feminist Point of 
View" in Rape: The First Sourcebook for 
Women, ed. Noreen Connell and Cassandra Wil 

son (New York: New American Library, 1974). 
Rush's 1980 book The Best Kept Secret: Sexual 
Abuse of Children (Prentice Hall) provides a 

comprehensive history of incest in Western 
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(See Chapter 6, "Child Marriage in India.") I've 
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her argument. 
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tion and thought control include: Kate Millet, 
Sexual Politics (Garden City, New York: 

Doubleday and Company, 1970); Mary Daly, 
Gyn/Ecology: The Metaethics of Radical Femi 
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and Speeches by Audre Lorde (Freedom, CA: 
The Crossing Press, 1984); Sarah Lucia 

Hoagland, Lesbian Ethics: Toward New Value 

(Palo Alto, CA: Institute of Lesbian Studies, 
1988); Melanie Kaye/Kantrowitz, The Issue Is 

Power: Essays on Women, Jews, Violence, 

and Resistance (San Francisco: Aunt Lute 

Foundation Books, 1992). 

(4) This is paraphrase of information I found in 
a flyer that was posted on a bulletin board in 

the hallway of my junior high school in Phila 

delphia in the spring of 1970.1 don't know or 
can't remember who produced this flyer. It may 
have been anonymous. 

(5) From December 1970 until July/August 
1987, the newspaper was known as Women's 

Press. 

(6) For example, see G. William Domhoff, Who 
Rules America Now? (New York: Touchstone 
Books, Simon and Schuster, 1986?originally 

published by Prentice Hall in 1983); also 
Bertram Gross, Friendly Fascism (Boston: 
South End Press, 1980). 

(7) I found this document on the United Auto 
Workers web page at http://www.uaw.org/publi 

cations/jobs_pay/1097/statl097_03.html. 

(8) For example, see a December 1997 article by 
Robert W. McChesney in Extra! at http:// 
www.fair.org/extra/9711/gmg.html. See also a re 

view of the sixth edition of Ben Bagdikian's The 
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Solomon at http://www.progress.org/sol37.htm. 
In a fascinating counter-argument, conservative 

columnist L. Brent Bozell III suggests that left 
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because media moguls donate large amounts of 

money to "liberal" Democrats such as Bill 

Clinton and Ted Kennedy, as well as to the 

Democratic National Committee. See http:// 

www.mrc.org/columns/news/ 
coll9950907.html. 

(9) For example, see Chomsky's Necessary Illu 

sions; also Edward B. Herman and Noam 

Chomsky, Manufacturing Consent: The 

Political Economy of the Mass Media (New 
York: Pantheon Books, 1988); Michael Parenti, 
Inventing Reality: The Politics of the Mass Me 
dia (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1986); and 

Henry A. Giroux, The Mouse That Roared: 

Disney and the End of Innocence (Rowman and 

Littlefield, 1999). 

(10) See Louise Armstrong, "The Media Mirror 
Has No Face," in On the Issues, Summer 1997 

at http://www.echonyc.com/~onissues/ 
su97bkrev.html. 

(11) See Carol Anne Douglas, "NWSA Meeting 
Features Lesbian Institute" in off our backs 

(August/September 2000): 1. This article about 
the 21st national conference of the National 

Women's Studies Association includes a section 

on "The State of Emergency in Feminist Pub 

lishing." Douglas quotes publisher Margarita 
Donnelly of CALYX Books as saying, "We lost 
over 50 percent of feminist bookstores in 18 
months." A few years ago, there were as many 
as 100 feminist bookstores?now the number 

is down to 38. 

(12) Louise Armstrong, Rocking the Cradle of 
Sexual Politics: What Happened When Women 
Said Incest (Addison- Wesley, 1994) 

(13) The concept of "oldthink" was used by the 
rulers of Oceania to help discredit ideas that 

might unsettle the social order in George 
Orwell's Nineteen Eighty Four (New York: 

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1949). Old infor 

mation that contradicted the official version of 

reality was shoved down "the memory hole" 

by functionaries at the Ministry of Truth. 

(14) I'm referring of course, to the advertise 

ments for Virginia Slims cigarettes that were so 

widespread about the time of the beginning of 
the second wave of the feminist movement in 

the U.S. They featured women of bygone eras 

who had gotten themselves in trouble by smok 

ing cigarettes (obviously the most daring, revo 

lutionary action a woman could be conceived of 

undertaking in the world of these advertise 

ments). In the liberated seventies, of course, 
women were free to smoke whenever and wher 

ever we liked?and Virginia Slims provided us 
"our own" cigarette. Thus the slogan. 

(15) For one example of the ideology and meth 

odology involved, see Arthur Curley and Dor 

othy Broderick, Building Library Collections, 
Sixth Edition, (Metuchen, NJ and London: 
Scarecrow Press, 1985). 

(16) See Joanna Russ, How to Suppress 
Women's Writing (Austin, TX: University of 
Texas Press, 1983) 

(17) Sheila Jeffreys, Anticlimax: A Feminist Per 

spective of the Sexual Revolution (New York: 
New York University Press, 1990). 

(18) Marilyn Frye, Willful Virgin: Essays in 
Feminism 1976-1992 (Freedom, CA: The 

Crossing Press, 1992). 

(19) The Eugene Public Library's current offi 
cial policy on weeding can be found at http:// 
www.ci.eugene.or.us/Library/ 
hourslocationscards/ 

col lectiondevelopment. html. 

(20) For an example of a weeding methodology 
less subjective than that used by the Eugene 

Public Library, see Stanley J. Slote, Weeding Li 

brary Collections: Library Weeding Methods, 
Third Edition (Englewood, CO: Libraries Un 
limited, Inc., 1989). Slote says that some librar 

ies have off-site storage for their "weeded" 

books. At the Eugene Public Library, almost all 

weeded books are recycled (destroyed). 

(21) For the Eugene Public Library's "freedom 
to read" policy, see http://www.ci.eugene.or.us/ 

Library/hours_locations_cards/freedom .html. 

(22) Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Women and 
Economics: A Study of the Economic Relation of 
Men and Women as a Factor in Social Evolu 

tion, 1898. Ed. Carl N. Degler (New York: 

Harper and Row, 1966). 

(23) Baba Copper, Over the Hill: Reflections on 

Ageism Between Women (Freedom, CA: The 

Crossing Press, 1988). 

(24) Mab Segrest, Confessions of a Race Traitor 

(Boston: South End Press, 1994). 

(25) Elly Bulkin, Minnie Bruce Pratt, Barbara 
Smith; Yours in Struggle: Three Feminist Per 

spectives on Anti-Feminism and Racism (Brook 

lyn: Long Haul Press, 1984). (This information 
comes from my own copy of the book. I believe 

the Eugene Public Library had a later reprint by 
Firebrand Books?a recent casualty of 

the media monopoly wars.) 

(26) Charlotte Bunch, Passionate Politics: 

Feminist Theory in Action (New York: St. 
Martin's Press, 1987). 

(27) Warren Farrell, The Myth of Male Power 

(New York: Simon & Schuster, 1993). 

(28) You can find Betsy Brown's Cranky Dyke 
Home Page at http://www.efn.org/~b_brown/. 

(29) This argument is based on my own experi 
ences in trying to provide wimmin with cheap 
or free used computer equipment. I assembled 

computer systems and loaded them with 

shareware ("try before you buy" software). 
While I had some success with this project, it 

ultimately did not work as I'd hoped. The 
reasons I've given here are a condensed version 

of my understanding of why that was. 

(30) See Robert McChesney, "The Titanic Sails 
On: Why the Internet won't sink the media gi 
ants" in Extra! (March/April 2000); http:// 
www.fair.org/extra/0003/aol-mcchesney.html. 
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